Changes in junctional communication associated with cell cycle arrest and differentiation of trochoblasts in embryos of Patella vulgata.
In early embryos of molluscs, different clones of successively determined trochoblasts differentiate into prototroch cells and together contribute to the formation of a ciliated ring of cells known as the prototroch. Trochoblasts differentiate after cell cycle arrest, which occurs two cell cycles after the commitment of their stem cell. To study the changes of junctional communication in embryos of Patella vulgata in relation to commitment, cell cycle arrest, and differentiation of the trochoblasts, we have monitored electrical coupling as well as transfer of fluorescent dyes. The appearance of dye coupling in embryos of Patella occurs after the fifth cleavage (at the 32-cell stage), when the cell cycles of all embryonic cells become asynchronous and longer. At the 32- and 64-cell stages all cells are well coupled. However, after the 72-cell stage dye transfer to or from any cell of the four interradial clones of four primary trochoblasts becomes abruptly reduced, whereas electrical coupling between these cells and the rest of the embryo can still be detected. From scanning electron microscopical analysis of the cell pattern we conclude that this change in gap junctional communication coincides with cell cycle arrest and with the development of cilia in all four clones of primary trochoblasts. Similarly, after the 88-cell stage the four radial clones of accessory trochoblasts stop dividing, reduce cell coupling, and become ciliated. By the formation of the prototroch, the embryo becomes subdivided into an anterior (pretrochal) and a posterior (posttrochal) domain which will develop different structures of the adult. At the 88-cell stage, the cells within each of these two domains remain well coupled and form two different communication compartments that are separated from each other by the interposed ring of uncoupled trochoblasts. The relations among control of cell cycle, changes in junctional communication, and differentiation are discussed.